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1 Preparing Environment

1.1 Wallet

To interact with most of the blockchain we need tokens, this tokens are saved in an
account, and one tool used to managage that accounts are the wallets, in this case the
wallet selected is Metamask as is the mos popular and easy to use wallet by far. We
have multiple options to install the wallet, in this case we will be installing the Firefox
extension.

1. https://metamask.io/download/

2. click on ”install Metamask for firefox”

3. you will be redirected to the mozilla ADD-ONS store, and here we have to click on
”Add to Firefox 1”.

4. After the plugin is added to the browser, a fox icon will be displayed on the top
right corner 2.

5. Click on the icon and start the wallet configuration to create a new wallet account.
It will be very intuitive .

6. During the configuration you will be configuring a password, remember this pass-
word because you need it to interact with blockchain.

1.2 Connect to test net

After the configuration of our wallet the next steps is connect it to a some test net bacause
is dosent requiere real money to get tokens. The test net selected to this research is
KOVAN (https://kovan.etherscan.io/).

1. Click on the fox icon 2

2. click on the top button ”Ethereum Mainnet” 3

3. Click on ”Show/hide” test networks 3 and turn on the feature.

4. In the networks displayed select KOVAN

5. The main view of the wallet should be chainged the Eth to kovanEth
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Figure 1: Add Metamask to firefox

Figure 2: Fox icon in the browser
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Figure 3: Display test net
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Figure 4: Wallet Address

1.3 Getting KovanEth

To interact with any ethereum network we need Ethers from that network, in the case
of the tests nets there are some faucets where we can get the tokens for free. As well
kovanETH we need the tokens needed to interact with the Oracles, in this case we will
be using ChainLink, and the tokens are Links.

1. Identify and copy our wallet address 4

2. Go to https://faucets.chain.link/ and connect your wallet to get kovanETH and
Link tokens. To get more kovanETH you can use the following faucets.

(a) https://ethdrop.dev/

(b) https://gitter.im/kovan-testnet/faucet

3. Follow the instructions.

4. After the request we have to wait a few minutes and the results will be kovanEthers
and Links displayed in our wallet 5
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Figure 5: Wallet Tokens
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Figure 6: Restore Backups button

1.4 Code Editor

There are multiple ways to deploy smart contracts in Ethereum, the most popular code
editors has available extensions but the most easy way is using Remix that is a code
editor created to interact with blockchains.

Option 1: With this option all the patterns will be imported at the same time in the
workspace.

1. Go to https://remix.ethereum.org/

2. in the File explorer click on ”Restore Workspace Backup” 6

3. select the design patterns Dapps.zip file

4. Click on ”import Design patterns dapps 7

Option 2: The second option is copy all the .sol files into the file explorer in remix.
At the end of this section everything is ready to start running the code.

2 Running the patterns code

At this point all the technologies, tokens and process are ready to deploy the patterns in
the blockchain.

2.1 Proxy Delegate Pattern [1]

To deploy the proxy patterns follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/proxy pattern
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Figure 7: Import Design Patterns

3. Open the file proxy contract.sol

4. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

5. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

6. Click on the ”Compile proxy contract.sol”

7. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions ” section in
the left panel 10.

8. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

9. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.

10. Then go to the contract section and select the contract Example

11. Click on ”Deploy”

12. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net11.

13. wait until the terminal return a green check 12

14. Then the contract deployed is displayed in the bottom of the left panel.

15. Copy the contract address deployed 13.

16. Then we have to select the next contract that is ”Dispatcher”
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Figure 8: Patterns Folders and files
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17. After select the Dispatcher an input will be displayed next to the deploy button, in
that input paste the addres copyed from the other contract.

18. Click on deploy and confirm the transaction 14

19. Copy the address of the dispatcher after the deployment, in the contract select
again the Example, And in the ”At Address input paste the dispatcher address”
and click on At Address15.

20. Now in the Deployed contracts section, there are 3 contracts, click on the last one.

21. Test the functionality: Write a number in the input next to the setUint and then
click on the setUint Button and confirm the transaction16.

22. In the last step we stored a number, now we can get the number clicking in the
button getUint.

23. If the number is not returned it could be because the gas limit is to low and the
transaction is not performed. To increase the gas limit see the Appendix A.

24. At this point the Example contract is returning the number introduces multiplied
for 2, lets modify the example contract to deploy a new one and test the proxy.

25. open the contract and modify the line 46 and change the number 2 to 4.

26. Compile the contract again, then change to the deploy view, select the contract in
the contract section and deploy with the ORANGE button.

27. Now copy the new address of the example contract deployed and paste it in the
dispatcher contract17.

28. Confirm the transaction.

29. We can still using the same instance that we deploy before, the 3rd contract deployed
to test the updated function19.

2.2 Randomness Pattern[2]

To deploy the Randomness patterns follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/random number pattern

3. Open the file random-number.sol

4. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

5. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

6. Click on the ”Compile random-number.sol”
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Figure 9: Solidity Compiler

Figure 10: Deploy Contract
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Figure 11: Confirm Deploy proxy - Example Contract
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Figure 12: Green check confirm - Example Contract

Figure 13: Copy Address Contract
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Figure 14: Dispatcher fees deploy
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Figure 15: Deploy Example on the Dispatcher address
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Figure 16: Test contract example function
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Figure 17: Replace the example address in the proxy contract
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Figure 18: Replace address fee
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Figure 19: Updated contract address
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7. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions ” section in
the left panel 10.

8. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

9. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.

10. Then go to the contract section and select the contract randomNumberTest

11. Click on ”Deploy”

12. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net20.

13. wait until the terminal return a green check 12

14. Then the contract deployed is displayed in the bottom of the left panel.

15. Click on the contract and there will be 3 options to generate the random number.

(a) one seed

(b) two seeds

(c) tree seeds

16. the simple random number generator just needs one seed but to add more complex-
ity to the random method it can be added multiple seeds.

17. The execution of this contract does not generate price because it does not modify
the blockchain. Is created as provider contract only.

2.3 Oracle Pattern[2]

To deploy the oracle pattern follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/ oracle pattern

3. Open the file test-oracle.sol

4. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

5. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

6. Click on the ”Compile test-oracle”

7. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions ” section in
the left panel 10.

8. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

9. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.
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Figure 20: Random contract fee deploy
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10. Then go to the contract section and select the contract FetchPriceFromCovalentAPI

11. Click on ”Deploy”

12. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net.

13. wait until the terminal return a green check 12

14. Then the contract deployed is displayed in the bottom of the left panel, Copy the
contract address 21.

15. To use the oracle we need to send LINK tokens to the contract, because the oracle
will be asking for that tokens to the contract.

16. Open Metamask and click on the Send button22

17. Paste the contract address in the input, and change the Asset to LINK and in the
amount change to 3. Note: if the token is no displayed see the appendix B.

18. Confirm the transaction.

19. No go to the contract and click on ”requestETHPrice”, then click on price, this will
be getting the price of an ETH outside of the blockchain 23

2.4 Emergency Stop Pattern[2]

To deploy the Emergency Stop pattern follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/emergency stop pattern

3. Open the file emergency-stop.sol

4. In the line 6 the variable address needs to be equals to your wallet address, because
only that address could modify the state of the contract and save it.

5. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

6. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

7. Click on the ”Compile Emergency stop”

8. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions” section in the
left panel 10

9. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

10. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.

11. Then go to the contract section and select the contract Emergency stop

12. Click on ”Deploy” 24
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Figure 21: Copy oracle contract address
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Figure 22: Send tokens to the contract
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Figure 23: Run Oracle contract
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13. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net

14. Wait until the terminal return a green check 12

15. No you can try the stop function and the resume function 25.

16. Stop fees in image 26 and the resume fee in image 27

2.5 Eternal storage Pattern[1]

To deploy the Eternal storage patterns follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/eternal storage pattern

3. Open the file eternal-storage.sol

4. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

5. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

6. Click on the ”Compile eternal-storage.sol”

7. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions ” section in
the left panel 10.

8. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

9. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.

10. Then go to the contract section and select the contract Eternal Storage

11. Click on ”Deploy”

12. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net28.

13. Wait until the terminal return a green check 12

14. Then the contract deployed is displayed in the bottom of the left panel.

15. Copy the address of the deployed eternal storage contract.

16. In the contract section select the Ballot contract, and in the input next to the
deploy button paste the address of the eternal storage29.

17. Deploy the contract

18. In the deployed contract section test the functionality making a vote.
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Figure 24: Emergency stop deployment fees
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Figure 25: Stop emergency functionalities
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Figure 26: Emergency stop execution fees
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Figure 27: Emergency stop Resume execution fees
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19. Now we have to modify the contract to test the storage functionality, to do this we
have to modify the line 58 in the contract change the end of the line from 1 to 4,
now when the user make a votes it will be adding 4 votes.

20. Compile the contract and deploy it again, remember to add the eternal storage
address to the deployment.

21. Then you can get directly the number of votes and you will be getting the votes
make by the old contract, but if we make a vote then we will be adding 4 votes at
the same time.

2.6 Variable Packing Pattern[3]

In this patter we have to make the comparison between using packing variables and not
using it. To deploy the Variable Packing follow the instructions:

1. Verify that you are located in the correct workspace 8.

2. Go to the path contracts /Design patterns Dapps/packing variables pattern

3. Open the file packing-variables.sol

4. In the left panel click on the solidity icon (compiler) 9

5. Verify that the version displayed in the compiler is the same version as the version
displayed at the beginning of the file ”pragma solidity 0.8.7”.

6. Click on the ”Compile packag-variable.sol”

7. After the compilation is ready go to the ”Deploy & run transactions ” section in
the left panel 10.

8. In the first option ”Environment” select ”Injected Provider - Metamask”

9. Connect metamask with remix, clicking on Next and Connect.

10. Then go to the contract section and select the contract cheapPackExample

11. Click on ”Deploy”

12. The gas cost will be displayed in the metamask view, click on confirm to deploy the
contract in Kovan Test net30.

13. wait until the terminal return a green check 12

14. Then the contract deployed is displayed in the bottom of the left panel.

15. Dow we can deploy a structure without using the packing pattern.

16. Deploy ExpensiveWithoutpackExample 31
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Figure 28: Eternal storage fees
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Figure 29: Deploy process contract Ballot
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Figure 30: Variable Packing fees
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Figure 31: Expensive variable fees
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A Increase the gas limit

To increase the gas limit follow the instructions:

1. Before confirming the transaction in the metamask view, click on the ”EDIT” label
32

2. Click on the button ”Edit Suggested gas fee”

3. Increase the gas limit to 50000.

B Add Link Tokens to the wallet

In the case of the Link tokens are not in your wallet after you requested in the chainlink
faucet follow the instructions to added manually.

1. Open Metamask

2. Click on import Tokens 33

3. Add the address contract of the token (the contract where the token was created)
0xa36085F69e2889c224210F603D836748e7dC0088 and click on Add Custom Token.

4. After that icon of LINK tokens will be displayed, click on import token 34.
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Figure 32: Edit Gas button
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Figure 33: Import Tokens
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Figure 34: Edit Gas button
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